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Abstract –We study a nonlinear coevolving voter model with triadic closure local rewiring. We
find three phases with different topological properties and configuration in the steady state: ab-
sorbing consensus phase with a single component, absorbing fragmented phase with two compo-
nents in opposite consensus states, and a dynamically active shattered phase with many isolated
nodes. This shattered phase, which does not exist for a coevolving model with global rewiring, has
a lifetime that scale exponentially with system size. We characterize the transitions between these
phases in terms of the size of the largest cluster, the number of clusters, and the magnetization.
Our analysis provides a possible solution to reproduce isolated parts in adaptive networks and
high clustering widely observed in social systems.
Introduction. – Network dynamics [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] of-
ten refers to the dynamics of the network creation or evo-
lution, but also to the dynamics on the network, where
the dynamics of the states of the nodes is affected by
the topological structure of a fixed underlying network.
However, the structure of the network among interacting
agents evolves dynamically in response to the state of the
nodes. Therefore, dynamics of and on the network are dy-
namically coupled processes occurring in comparable time
scales. The coupling of these processes has been referred
as Coevolution of node states and network structure [6, 7].
In order to understand this coevolutionary dynamics of
complex systems, there have been several studies which in-
corporate both the change of networks and the dynamical
processes on networks [8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Coevolutionary
dynamics has been applied in a variety of different fields
ranging form classical spin models [12, 13], opinion for-
mation [8, 10, 14], game theory [7]and epidemic spreading
[9, 15, 16, 17], to cultural dynamics [18, 19, 20, 21], and
ecological interactions [22, 23].
A prototype coevolving model is the Coevolution Voter
Model (CVM) combining the voter model and the change
of a network by rewiring links [8, 10]. In the original voter
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model [24, 25, 26], a node can be in one of two states,
called up and down. At each step, each node adopts the
state of one of its neighbors chosen randomly. Adding link
rewiring to the original voter model, a coevolving voter
model was addressed [8, 10]. In a coevolving voter model,
in addition to node’s dynamics following the voter model,
the links in a network can be updated. In a typical CVM,
a global rewiring of links is adopted for the sake of simplic-
ity, meaning that a newly connected node is chosen ran-
domly out of all nodes in a whole network. The coevolving
voter model shows a generic absorbing phase transition be-
tween a connected and fragmented network [8]. However,
the global rewiring might be unrealistic since there should
be some limitation of the range of searching for a node
to be connected. Many observations indicate that a link
rewiring in networks is mainly implemented by the pro-
cess of triadic closure, i.e. the tendency that nodes search
for new contacts through existing neighbors [27, 28, 29].
In this regard, the effect of triadic closure was analyzed
in many models of social dynamics [29, 30, 31, 32]. CVM
with rewiring by triadic closure was also studied [33] to
describe the community structure of an online society.
Triadic closure gives rise to a shattering phase [34]where
many lonely nodes separate from a large connected com-
ponent.
Recently, in addition to triadic closure another variant
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of CVM was proposed, incorporating collective behaviors
between connected nodes in terms of nonlinearity of in-
teractions [35]. The nonlinearity means that individuals
can take into account the state of all of their neighbors
as a whole, instead of a dyadic interaction, so that their
action does not have to be proportional to the aggregated
state of their neighbors. Modeling of this type of be-
havior goes generally under the name of Nonlinear Voter
Model [36, 37, 38, 39, 40, 41, 42]. In case of nonlinearity,
diverse phases depending on the nonlinearity were found
with the different mechanisms of network fragmentation
[35]. A similar form of nonlinearity was considered in so-
cial impact theory [43], in language competition dynamics,
called volatility [44, 45], or in language evolution problems
[46]. However, the effect of nonlinearity on coevolutionary
dynamics has been explored only for a global link rewiring
as the simplest example.
In this work, we study a coevolving nonlinear voter
model [35] with a local rewiring making triadic closure
[33]. These two factors, nonlinearity and triadic closure,
had been previously analyzed changing the output of the
standard coevolving voter model. But, the two effects
have not been,so far, taken into account together. We
focus on a coevolving nonlinear voter model with a local
rewiring where individuals interact with their neighbors
in a nonlinear manner and a new neighbor can be chosen
from among nodes distant by two edges, i.e. neighbors
of neighbors. We numerically find three possible phases
with different topological properties and magnetization:
absorbing consensus phase with a single component, ab-
sorbing fragmented phase with two components of oppo-
site states, and a dynamically active shattered phase with
a coexistence of both states within the main component
and a significant part of isolated nodes.
Model. – In our coevolving nonlinear voter model
with triadic closure, coevolution is characterized by a plas-
ticity parameter p defining the ratio between the timescale
of changes in the network topology and the timescale of
the dynamics of nodes’ states. A nonlinearity parameter
q measures the nonlinear effect of local majorities in the
imitation mechanism of the voter model. Local rewiring
means that when a link from an active node is suppressed,
a new link from this node can only be created with neigh-
bors of its neighbors, without creating multiple- or auto-
connections.
Our detailed algorithm is as follows. We start every sim-
ulation with Erdo¨s-Re´nyi (ER) graphs [47] with a mean
degree 〈k〉 = 8. Every node is initially in one of two pos-
sible states si = ±1 with an equal probability 1/2. The
number of active links ai of a node i is defined as the num-
ber of connections to nodes in a different state sj 6= si.
Consequently, we define the density of active links ρi as
the fraction of active links aiki , where ki is the degree of
node i. In every time step a node i is randomly selected
from the network (Fig. 1). With probability ρqi , where q is
a nonlinearity parameter, the focal node i interacts with
active
inactive
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Fig. 1: Schematic illustration of update rules in a non-
linear coevolving voter model with triadic closure. Every
node is in a state +1 (green) or −1 (red). The focal node
i is chosen randomly. Then with probability (aiki )
q one of
the active links to the node j is chosen. With probability
p the link (i-j) is rewired to link (i-l) (as in the figure)
or to link (i-k). With probability 1 − p the focal node i
copies the state of node j.
its neighbors. If node i interacts, one of the active links to
a neighbor j is chosen at random. Next, with probability
p the active link is rewired, and with probability 1− p the
focal node changes its state to the same state of node j. In
the rewiring process the chosen active link is suppressed
and a new one is created linking i to a node distant by
two links (but not less) and being in the same state as
node i. If no such node exists, nothing happens. Obvi-
ously, the number of nodes N and number of links M is
constant in time. This triadic closure process is repeated
until a dynamically active stationary state is obtained or
an absorbing configuration is reached.
If the plasticity parameter p = 0 there is no rewiring.
Therefore, the network configuration stays constant
throughout the simulation, and fragmentation or shatter-
ing are not possible. On the other hand, for p = 1 nodes
do not change states so that consensus cannot be obtained,
and links are rewired until the network undergoes a frag-
mentation transition into two separate components with
opposite states (with possible detached nodes). The non-
linearity parameter q defines the likelihood of interacting
with individuals in the opposite state. For q = 1 the model
becomes the original coevolving voter model of random im-
itation of a neighbor. When q > 1, nodes with more active
links have a higher chance to change their state than in
the ordinary voter model where this frequency is propor-
tional to the number of active links. In contrast, if q < 1,
nodes with less active links are more likely to change their
state than in the ordinary voter model.
Phase diagram: consensus, fragmentation, and
shattering phases. – Our simulations are described in
terms of three quantities: the magnetizationm = 1N
∑
i si,
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Fig. 2: Phase diagram in (p, q) space. (a) Magnetization, (b) the size of the largest component, and (c) the number
of components on ER networks with N = 5000, M = 20000, averaged over 500 simulation runs.
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Fig. 3: Scheme of the phase diagram with respect to p
and q. Different phases are separated by a black line and
for each a typical final configuration is presented, with
opposite states colored in red and green.
the relative size of the largest connected component S of
the network, and the relative number of separate compo-
nents nc. Phase diagrams for these quantities in the (p, q)
parameter space are shown in Fig. 2. We find three differ-
ent steady-state phases. For q > 1 and p < pc(q), where
pc(q) is the transition line separating the phase III from
others, phase I – an absorbing consensus phase – is char-
acterized by a non-zero value of the absolute magnetiza-
tion and a single large component, (|m|, S, nc) ≈ (1, 1, 0).
When q < 1 and p < pc(q), we obtain phase II, a shat-
tered phase, where the absolute magnetization drops to
zero and the network is composed of an active component
and a number of shattered nodes. In the shattered phase,
many nodes that initially belong to a connected compo-
nent become shattered into isolated nodes, resulting in a
high value of nc. Therefore, the phase II can be identified
as (|m|, S, nc) ≈ (0, S∗, n∗c) where S∗ is the size of a large
active component of the network and n∗c is the number of
shattered nodes. In our parameter sets, S∗ and n∗c are re-
spectively approximately 0.4 and 0.6. Increasing the value
of p above pc (p > pc) for any q, we obtain phase III, a frag-
mented phase characterized by (|m|, S, nc) ≈ (0, 1/2, 0).
In phase III, the network fragments in two components of
approximately the same size and each component in an
opposite consensus state, so that the absolute magnetiza-
tion is close to zero and the size of the largest component
is around 1/2.
The topological properties of the three different phases
are illustrated in an example of a network configuration
in the steady state (Fig. 3). First, in the consensus phase
(phase I), a network is formed by a single connected com-
ponent within a full consensus either m = 1 or m = −1
in the steady state. Second, in the shattered phase (phase
II), we find even more than a half of the nodes being iso-
lated. In addition, the main cluster remains active, mixing
up and down states of nodes at the steady state. This shat-
tered phase is different from the active state with a con-
nected component observed in the nonlinear voter model
with global rewiring with similar parameters (p, q) [35].
Last, in the fragmented phase (phase III) the network
is polarized: two internally coherent clusters in opposite
states.
Fragmentation and shattering phase transitions.
– In the coevolving nonlinear model with triadic closure,
phase transitions between different phases can be identi-
fied by examining (|m|, S, nc) as a function of p and q
(Fig. 4). When q < 1 with varying p, we find a phase
transitions between the shattering (phase I) and frag-
mentation (phase III) phases [Fig. 4(a)]. At the critical
point pc, a shattered network with many detached nodes
starts to recombine into two clusters with increasing p. In
other words, a network with many isolated nodes and an
active component transforms into two connected compo-
nents with polarized configuration. The transition can be
identified by the sharp drop of nc with increasing p. Note
again that the shattered phase is different from the coexis-
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Fig. 4: Phase transition with respect to p and fixed values of q (a) q = 0.8, (b) q = 1, and (c) q = 1.5, and with
respect to q and fixed values of p (d) p = 0.1, (e) p = 0.6, and (f) p = 0.7. The size of the largest component S (blue
squares), the magnetization m (red circles), and the number of components nc (green diamonds) on ER networks with
N = 1000, M = 4000, averaged over 500 simulation runs. Every quantity for global rewiring [35] is also plotted with
the same symbols in gray.
tence phase observed in an ordinary coevolving nonlinear
voter model with global rewiring the network [35] when
q < 1 and p < pc, as shown in the differences in S and nc.
When q > 1, we find a fragmentation transition be-
tween the consensus (phase I) and fragmented (phase III)
phases, also observed in the ordinary CVM and nonlinear
CVM [Fig. 4(c)]. Increasing p, the network splits from a
single component with a full consensus state into two sep-
arate clusters in opposite consensus states. For p > pc,
the magnetization |m| and the number of components nc
approach to zero, and the size of the largest component
S tends to 0.5. The fragmented phase (phase III) can be
obtained for any value of q if the plasticity parameter p is
higher than pc(q). Thus, when p > pc, the behaviors of S,
|m|, and nc for different q share common features.
In Fig. 4(d-f), we show S, |m|, and nc as a function of
q for fixed values of p (p = 0.1, 0.6, 0.7). For p = 0.1 as a
representative example of p < pc [Fig. 4(d)], by varying q
we observe an absorbing phase transition between phase
I and phase II. For q ≥ 1, numerical simulations always
reach a dynamically frozen state. For q < 1, however we
find a dynamically active phase with a high fraction of
isolated nodes and an active cluster showing coexistence
of up and down states of nodes. This shattered phase
observed for local rewiring is a new phenomenon that was
not detected for global rewiring.
For p = 0.6 [Fig. 4(e)], varying q we can observe all
three phases and two transitions. First, for small q we
observe the active shattered phase. Increasing q above 1
we first obtain a transition to the consensus phase with
high magnetization |m| and a high value of the largest
component size S. The second fragmentation transition
occurs for larger values of q to the fragmented phase with
low values of |m| and S ≈ 1/2. When p increases further,
i.e, p = 0.7 [Fig. 4(f)], the consensus phase disappears and
the shattered phase changes directly to the fragmented
phase as q increases, as indicated by a decreasing value of
nc at the transition.
Convergence time. – A finite system is always
bound to reach an absorbing phase for any combination
of parameters in the limit t → ∞. But for the phase II,
which is an active phase, the convergence time τ to an ab-
sorbing state grows exponentially with increasing system
size N , τ ∼ eN as in the case of global rewiring [35]. Ex-
ponential divergence of τ in Monte-Carlo steps for phase
II is clearly shown in Fig. 5(a). Therefore, it is expected to
remain the active phase rather than to reach an absorbing
state in a finite time in the limit N →∞ when q < 1 and
p < pc. For q = 1 (corresponding to a linear interaction)
and p < pc, we reproduce a linear scaling with system
size N , τ ∼ N , see Fig. 5(b), as reported also in the lin-
ear CVM and nonlinear CVM with global rewiring [8, 35].
We also find that the convergence to the frozen state with
q = 1.5 slows down at the critical point pc [Fig. 5(c)].
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Fig. 5: Convergence time τ in the number of Monte Carlo
steps to a frozen configuration as a function of network
size N in (a) the phase II and at (b) q = 1. (c) Conver-
gence time τ as a function of p for q = 1.5 (phases I and
III). Results are obtained for ER networks with 〈k〉 = 8,
averaged over 500 realizations.
Clustering coefficient. – We finally investigated the
internal structure of networks generated in the model fo-
cusing on the average clustering coefficient 〈C〉. For a
node i with degree ki, the local clustering coefficient Ci is
defined as [48]
Ci =
2Li
ki(ki − 1) (1)
where Li is the number of links between the ki neighbors
of node i. Then, the average clustering coefficeint repre-
senting the average of Ci over all nodes is given by
〈C〉 = 1
N
N∑
i=1
Ci. (2)
In Fig. 6 we present average local clustering coefficient for
different values of (p, q) in the steady state. For nodes
having less than two links, local clustering coefficient is
not well defined, and for that reason we exclude these
nodes in our analysis. While the value of the clustering
coefficient for global rewiring remains almost zero for all
tested parameter sets, it clearly shows values far from zero,
exceeding 0.3 in an extreme case, for local rewiring. In ad-
dition, the location of peaks in 〈C〉 is coincident with the
transition point, meaning that the clustering coefficient
can be an indicator of phase transitions. Considering the
fact that real-world social systems are known to display
high clustering [4, 27, 29], our model can provide a plau-
sible way to reconstruct such structure aiming to describe
social phenomena.
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Fig. 6: Average local clustering coefficient 〈C〉 as a func-
tion of (a) p and (b) q, on ER networks with N = 1000,
M = 4000, averaged over 500 simulation runs. Every
quantity for global rewiring [35] is also plotted with the
same symbols in gray.
Discussion. – In this paper, we have studied a co-
evolving nonlinear voter model with local rewiring. We
identify three different phases, namely consensus, frag-
mented and dynamically active shattered phases, charac-
terized by different topological structures and their global
magnetization. We also examine the transitions between
these phases in terms of the size of the largest cluster, the
number of clusters, and the magnetization. We find an
active shattered phase with q < 1 and p < pc where the
majority of nodes are isolated while a large cluster remains
active. This distinct phase which is not detected in global
rewiring implies that local rewiring might be the origin of
many isolated parts in complex adaptive systems, such as
social systems. It would be also interesting [42, 49, 50] to
investigate the influence of noise that is a source of ran-
domness, and multilayer structures with the nonlinearity
and/or triadic closure [34].
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